Health and Wellness
Guide

What is a Health and Wellness Program?
Health and Wellness Programs improve
and promote mental and physical health
and allow employers to offer fun and
healthy incentives for employees who
participate.1 These programs improve and
maintain the general health of employees.
According to Forbes, 77% of employees
believe health and wellness programs
positively impact the culture at work.2
The goal of a health and wellness program
is to create a culture where employees
choose to live a healthier lifestyle.
Healthy behaviors lead to lower health
risks, and lower health risks lead to fewer
long-term health conditions. Changing
behaviors can be hard. We have created this
guide to help companies create and sustain
healthy habits in and out of the workplace.

1Wellness Programs
2Challenge 2013: Linking Employee Wellness, Morale And The Bottom-Line
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In this Guide, you will find:
1. Benefits of running a health and
wellness campaign
2. Tips for a successful campaign
3. Pay and free (or very low-cost)
program recommendations your
company can implement that
can have significant and positive
health impacts on employees
4. Incentives to keep your team
motivated and excited about the
healthy changes implemented
5. Examples of companies who
implemented health and wellness
campaigns—and their results

What are the benefits to having a
Health and Wellness Program?
The leading causes of death and disability
for men and women in America are familiar:
heart disease, stroke, cancer, respiratory
disease, and diabetes.3 Common risk
factors including physical inactivity and
poor nutrition often lead to the chronic
conditions that cause increased healthcare
and disability costs and reduced productivity
and happiness in the workplace.

The benefits to employees and companies:

The cost to organizations is clear:
yy Work-related injuries and illnesses, chronic
diseases, absenteeism, and sick employees
who return to work before getting well cost
U.S. employers billions of dollars each year.4
yy Work-related stress is the number one workforce
health issue and a major occupational risk,
ranking above physical inactivity and obesity.5
yy Four of the 10 most expensive health
conditions for U.S. employers are related to
heart disease and stroke: high blood pressure,
heart attack, diabetes, and chest pain.6

The good news is that these health and
wellbeing issues are associated primarily
with modifiable, lifestyle-related behaviors.
When employers provide employees
onsite resources and opportunities to
become healthier in all aspects of wellness,
employees can take action to improve
their physical and mental health. After
small and consistent changes, the entire
organization looks and feels like a healthy
place where people want to work.

3Leading Causes of Death in Males, 2014 / Leading Causes of Death in Females, 2014
4Healthy Workforce, CDC Foundation
52013 Towers Watson Survey
6Healthy Workforce, CDC Foundation
7In Defense of Corporate Wellness Programs
8Aon Hewitt, the National Business Group on Health, and the Futures Company. 2014. The Consumer Health Mindset.
9World Economic Forum. 2010. The Wellness Imperative: Creating More Effective Organizations. Geneva: World Economic Forum.
10Aldana SG. Financial impact of health promotion programs: a comprehensive review of the literature. Am J Health Promot. 2001 May-Jun;15(5):296-320.
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yy Health Outcomes
 Healthy body composition and obesity prevention
 Cholesterol, heart disease, and diabetes management
 Lower blood pressure
 Lower stress levels and increased focus on
stress management
 Improved mental health
 Personal health and safety practices such as improved
sleep, healthy eating, and physical activity

yy Business Outcomes
 Decreased absenteeism
Harvard researchers reviewed 36 studies of
corporate wellness programs and found that for
every dollar spent on wellness programs, the
companies’ absenteeism-related costs fell
about $2.73.7
 Increased job satisfaction and work productivity
According to a survey by Aon Hewitt, the National
Business Group on Health, and the Futures
Company, employees who reported having a strong
culture of health at work were more likely to report
being happy, less likely to report that stress has a
negative impact on their work, and less likely to cite
the work environment as an obstacle to health.8
 Increased employee retention
A study by the World Economic Forum found
that 64% of employees who reported that their
workplaces were active promoters of health
intended to stay with their companies at least
five years.9
 Decreased health care costs
Among 22 different studies that looked at wellness
programs and healthcare costs, the average return
on investment was $3.27meaning that for every
dollar spent on the program, the company saved
$3.27 in reduced healthcare costs.10

Tips for a Successful Program
1. Use a Team
yy Increase engagement and morale by creating a Health and Wellness Committee, giving ownership of
the program to employees.
yy Comprise the committee with employees from different departments—many departments are naturally
connected to wellness efforts: Safety, HR, benefits, marketing, medical, and IT all have some overlap
with your wellness efforts. However, be sure to welcome all departments into the committee.
yy The Health and Wellness Committee can also tie in to your company’s year-round employee
engagement efforts and annual workplace giving campaign with Community Health Charities. Look to
the Year-Round Employee Engagement Calendar for event ideas.

2. Create Measurable Goals
yy Set goals, gather data, have a functioning wellness committee, assess the impacts of your program, and
evaluate the overall effect of your program.
yy Make improvements every year. Most corporate health and wellness plans focus is on improving
employee health and reducing healthcare costs.
yy onduct regular surveys or focus groups to determine which aspects of health and wellness are
important to your employees and how the program is being received.
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3. Initiate A Simple Process
yy Ensure your wellness program is easy to understand and follow. The easier it is for your employees,
the more likely it is they will participate and produce positive outcomes.
yy Make registration easy and incentive plans simple and painless to complete.

4. Incentivize Healthy Behaviors
yy Motivate your employees to get started and keep going—it’s challenging to change behavior and
maintain a healthy lifestyle.
yy Include incentives to improve participation and success. See the Tools For Engagement Guide
for incentive ideas and templates. Companies with incentive programs typically have 30% higher
program participation rates.

5. Acquire Strong Leadership Support
yy Encourage company leadership to participate in the program in visible ways to inspire employee
participation—e.g. walking meetings with the staff, distribute healthy snacks, participate in health
challenges, etc.
yy Request company leadership to participate in team challenges, talk about the wellness program,
be involved in the evaluation and end-of-year program reports, and personally demonstrate support
for the benefits of healthy living.

6. Communicate, Communicate, Communicate
yy Communicate in multiple ways and at multiple times.
yy Use email, printed materials, newsletters, website, posters, tabletop tents, meeting announcements,
staff meetings, intranet, text messages, Facebook and other social media accounts, new employee
orientation, calendars, streaming video, etc.
yy Help employees solve a problem and overcome objections. Here are common personal health and
wellbeing issues most people struggle with that you can address in your program messaging:
 I want to be a healthy weight; I want to be
more fit; I want to sleep better; I want to
increase my energy
 I want to improve mental health
 I want to handle stress, depression,
or anxiety in a healthy manner.
 I want to avoid chronic diseases and
be there for my family, take the best care
of myself that I can, etc.

 I want to be active and spend time with
my grandchildren, children, friends.
 I want to be able to travel and be involved
in my community at every age and stage
of my life.
 I want to stay mentally alert or learn
new skills.
 I want to feel my best.

yy Communicate the benefits of participation:
 Improved overall health
 Healthy weight
 Lower stress levels and improved ability
to manage stress
 Increased energy and activity levels

11Aon Hewitt, the National Business Group on Health, and the Futures Company. 2014. The Consumer Health Mindset.
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 Increased happiness and overall
workplace satisfaction
According to a survey by Aon Hewitt,
the National Business Group on Health,
and the Futures Company, employees
who reported having a strong culture
of health at work were more likely to
report being happy, less likely to report
that stress has a negative impact on their
work, and less likely to cite the work
environment as an obstacle to health.11

Program Ideas
Corporate health and wellness doesn’t have to solely consist of health scans,
gym memberships, and reimbursements. There are many ways to cultivate a
healthy office environment—on any budget.

6.

Start large group meetings with physical
activity (2 minutes of stretching,
jumping jacks, etc.) to get the blood
flowing for a more productive meeting.

7.

Sponsor competitive company activities
(“Office Olympics”) or sports teams
that participate in a local city league.
Some options include: kickball, softball,
football, basketball, volleyball, mini-golf,
hula-hoop competition, Frisbee, disk
golf, soccer, and tennis.

8.

Schedule Workout Wednesdays: rotate
workout options that require little to
no equipment (yoga, bootcamp, pilates,
office exercises, take the stairs, walking
meeting, take a walk outside the office,
etc.) for employees during their lunch
break or before/after work every
Wednesday to allow employees the
opportunity to try new workouts.
Hold walking meetings, standing/
stand-up meetings, etc.

Physical Activity
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1.

Start fitness challenges (walking
challenge, exercise certain number of
minutes per day, FitBit competitions,
tracking certain number of steps with
step counter, etc.)

2.

Map out onsite trails or nearby
walking routes.

9.

3.

Post motivational signs at elevators and
escalators to encourage stair use.

4.

Provide bicycle racks in safe and
accessible locations.

10. Partner with a local animal shelter to
take shelter dogs for a walk during
lunch or after work.

5.

Start employee activity groups (yoga,
walking, bicycling, bird watching, line
dancing, etc.) or train for a charity walk
or run together.
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11. Offer incentives for distance parking
and for employees who walk or bicycle
to work.

18. Provide healthy and appealing food at
meetings.
19. Ensure any onsite vending machines
contain water, low-sugar energy drinks,
and healthy snack options.
20. Offer a smoothie bar as a treat; bring
in a few blenders, frozen fruit, juice,
protein powder, etc. with recipes, and
blend a healthy breakfast.
21. Facilitate onsite gardening or start a
community garden.

Nutrition
13. Identify and post a map of healthy
eateries in proximity to the office.
14. Provide a list of local farmers markets or
community supported agricultural (CSA)
groups in your area.
15. Host a healthy recipe exchange or
develop a company cookbook featuring
employees’ healthy recipes.
16. Provide a fridge for employees to
bring in healthy snacks and lunches
from home.
17. Host a healthy potluck.
yy Healthy eating is one of the best things
you can do to prevent heart disease. Ask
employees to bring in their favorite hearthealthy dishes for an office potluck—they
can use American Heart Association’s
How To Eat Healthy Without “Dieting”
guidelines if they aren’t sure what to bring.
yy Vegetable/fruit challenge—get points
for eating each serving.

22. Provide interactive food opportunities
such as taste testing, food preparation
skills, cooking classes.
23. Invite a dietician to speak during a lunch
break and give tips for packing healthy
brown bag lunches as well as healthy,
fast dinner ideas.
24. Use vending machine commissions to
help provide free fruit or healthy snacks.
25. Place incentive stickers on lowcalorie items in vending machines
and on healthy choice selections
in the cafeteria.
26. Post myplate.gov charts in break
rooms and cafeteria areas.
27. Provide holiday-themed healthy
food options.
yy Green juices/smoothies on St. Patrick’s Day
yy Red bell peppers and hummus
on Valentine’s Day
yy Turkey jerky before Thanksgiving
yy Blackberry and orange fruit
salad on Halloween
yy Fresh strawberries and blueberries for
Memorial Day and Fourth of July
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Stress Management
28. Host lunchtime stress management
seminars (“lunch and learns”) that
address everything from sleep to worklife balance to financial health.
yy E.g. How to Save for Retirement or College
Education—When employees are in debt
or otherwise experiencing financial stress,
the stress can reduce their effectiveness in
the workplace, increase absenteeism, and
ultimately lead to poor health habits or
illness. For more information, see our
blog post on financial wellness.
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29. Provide a de-stress or meditation zone
where employees can take a break.
30. Put a comfortable recliner in an unused
room to create a “nap room” to use
during lunch breaks. The benefits of
short naps include improved creativity,
productivity, and memory.
31. Suggest employees stretch for between
projects throughout the day.

32. Bring in a masseuse once a month to
facilitate 15-minute chair massages
throughout the day (could be
incorporated as an incentive).
33. Place games and puzzles in your lunch
or break room.
34. Offer an employee assistance program
where employees can call a caring
counselor about work or personal issues
to receive confidential support when
they need it most.
35. Celebrate employee birthdays or other
milestones/life events.
36. Set up a jar with strips of paper and
a pen for people to acknowledge
someone else’s work. Read the
acknowledgements aloud during your
weekly team meetings.
37. Organize a book club.
yy In a study by Sussex University,
researchers demonstrated that reading
can reduce stress by around 68%
and improve depression. Reading has
also been shown to reduce memory
decline, promote better sleep, decrease
depression, and increase empathy.12
yy Create a community library of health
resources and provide a sign-up
sheet so employees can check-in
and check-out books. Also, explore
our free health resources online.

38. Create No Talk Tuesdays. From 9 a.m.
until noon, try avoiding non-urgent
meetings and interruptions to help
everyone get more work done early in
the week, making the end of the week
less stressful.

12Six Science-Backed Reasons To Go Read A Book Right Now
13Want to Boost Workplace Wellness? Focus on Helping Others Be Well
14The Science of Giving: Why Being Generous is Goof for You
15Want a Better Workplace? Encourage Employees to Volunteer
16Why Your Workplace Wellness Program Isn’t Working
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39. Allow flexible work schedules.
yy Chronic stress can contribute to heart
disease—the leading cause of death
for both men and women. Help your
employees manage stress by giving
them flexibility. Life happens as does
traffic during commute time; allow your
employees to cope with it through flexible
start and end times to the work day,
work-from-home options, and more.

40. Provide volunteer opportunities
or a company-wide day of service
each month.
yy Review our Volunteer on the Spot Guide
for easy activities you can do onsite
without leaving the office.
yy Visit our online volunteer opportunity
locator to find opportunities by keyword
and zip code.
yy Volunteering makes a difference personally,
not just in the community. A study
published by the International Journal of
Psychophysiology found that people who
gave their time to help others through
community and organizational involvement
had greater self-esteem, less depression,
lower blood pressure, and lower stress
levels than those who didn’t.13 In a
UnitedHealth group survey of people who
volunteered, 76% felt physically healthier,
94% said volunteering improved their
mood, and 78% felt less stressed.14
yy A study from Deloitte revealed that
employers who encourage and promote
volunteering boost morale, workplace
atmosphere, and brand perception. The
research discovered that 89% of employees
think organizations that sponsor volunteer
activities provide a better overall working
environment.15 Disengaged workers are
less likely to participate in workplace health
and wellness programs.16

Other
41. Promote Community Health Charities’
health resources in regular employee
communications.
42. Offer a 24/7 telephone nurse or health
advice hotline to help employees get
the help they need quickly and at
low cost.
43. Explore discounted or subsidized
memberships at local health clubs,
recreation centers, or YMCAs.
44. Post tips for relieving back pain,
eye strain, and other common
office ailments.
45. Provide a “high-five” bulletin board for
health information exchange and for
people to record milestones they have
achieved in health, such as finishing a
half marathon, joining a recreational
soccer club, planting a garden, etc.
46. Host an employee and family summer
picnic with outdoor activities.
47. Provide voluntary screenings, flu shots,
etc. that help educate employees about
their own health and empower them to
set attainable goals.
48. Choose one health challenge to focus
on each quarter with the Health and
Wellness Committee.
49. Host an annual health and wellness
fair that offers resources from dozens
of wellness and health practitioners,
vendors, and services onsite.
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50. Send a monthly newsletter with
health tips and featuring “wellness
superheroes” who are named by their
peers for what they do to improve
health, personally, in their family,
company, or community.
yy Use the stories compiled during your
workplace campaign from your Employee
Champions to get this section started.
yy Feature our health resources and
materials referenced in our Year-Round
Employee Engagement Calendar and
Tools for Engagement Guide.  

51. Incorporate oxygen-producing plants
into the office décor.
52. Create a monthly challenge or theme to
keep engagement up because people
get tired of doing the same things. See
our Year-Round Employee Engagement
Calendar for ideas: Water Challenge
templates, other CHC templates
53. Take the Stairs Challenge
54. Get 7-8 Hours of Sleep Every Night
for a Week
55. The Mile-a-Day Challenge
56. 8 Glasses (64 oz) of Water a Day
57. Random Acts of Kindness
58. 21 Days of Gratitude Challenge

Incentive Ideas
The purpose of Health and Wellness Programs should be to help employees adopt and
maintain healthy behaviors for the rest of their lives.

yy You don’t need a big budget to create exciting incentives. Small rewards go a long way.
If you work in a formal office setting, offer a casual dress day for workers or change up the
reward by making a donation to the charity of the winner’s choice. Make it impactful by
tying it back to the culture of the organization. See our Incentive Ideas in the Campaign
Coordinator Guide or find sticker and coupon templates in Tools for Engagement.
 Jeans Day
 Coupons for sleeping in, dressing down,
taking 2 hours during the day to exercise, etc.
 Catered healthy lunch
 Smoothie or healthy breakfast bar
 Coupon of Appreciation
 Preferred parking
 Sporting event, concert, or movie tickets
 Wine or gift baskets
 Dinner for two at a popular restaurant
 Lunch or special event with CEO
or senior executives

 Provide a healthy catered lunch in a picnic
basket and invite their spouse or significant
other to enjoy it with them during an
extended lunch break
 Bring in a massage therapist and provide
chair massages for qualifying employees
 Double the time of their breaks (lunch break,
coffee break, etc.) for a full week.
 Reward employees with a fruit bouquet,
healthy snack/treat/smoothie, etc.
 Make a donation to health charity
in their honor
 Half day Fridays during  the summer

 Vacation/PTO

yy Offer free t-shirts, stress balls, pedometers, workout gear, water bottles, or other
company items.
yy Provide reimbursement for gym memberships or entry fees for employees participating
in a race/walk of any kind.
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Company Examples
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1.

BP ran a One Million Step Challenge where employees who hit the mark over the course
of a year were eligible for deductions in their health plan. In one year, 23,000 employees
took over 23 billion steps.

2.

A company in the FitBit Wellness Program celebrated the World Cup by challenging
teams to walk a distance comparable to that of the company’s headquarters to Rio de
Janero—a total of 5,547 miles, or 4.4 miles (8,804 steps) per member per day.

3.

Houston Medical hosted a CEO Challenge where employees were tasked with “over
stepping” their superiors. This challenge made CEOs visible and walking with their staff.

4.

Motley Fool held an Active April Challenge where employees were challenged to make
one meeting per day an active one. There were pushups during meetings and people
walking around the office.
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5.

Earth Friendly Products provides an organic garden for employees to snag fruits and
vegetables, followed by dinner. Their team heads to a local park in the afternoon for a
game of tennis, catch, soccer, Frisbee, or whatever else people feel like doing. Afterwards
they have a healthy dinner by grilling at the park or heading to a co-founder’s house.

6.

Harmless Harvest, makers of raw coconut water and tea, have combined team-building
with workplace wellness by hosting employee field day.

7.

Shell offered a weight loss initiative where participants meeting weight, educational, and
physical activity goals can earn up to $500 in an annual incentive. Activity goals can be
met through annual health screenings, educational seminars, 1:1 coaching and physical
activity events. Participants also received a FitBit to track their steps, and the company
installed walking trails, stationary bikes, and wellness centers in large locations to make
physical activity accessible and convenient. 32% of enrollees qualified for an incentive.

8. The Wonderful Company created a wraparound educational program to combat
obesity and diabetes. They provided onsite gyms at their plants and stretching and
walking activities during each shift. They also offered affordable, wholesome meals at
their cafes and fresh. They eliminated sugary sodas and provided employees with free,
healthy snacks. Employees were assigned a health coach to help them year-round with
personalized ideas on how to eat right, including nutrition, portion control, recipes, and
menu planning. Coaches developed tailored exercise programs and offered ideas and
techniques to manage stress. They conducted diabetes workshops and gave employees
paid time off from work to attend. As a result, employees and their families took a more
active role in preventative health, with 89% participation in biometric screenings, up from
30% in previous years. Their GetFit program encouraged employees to lose weight and
earn up to an additional $2,000 a year for being healthy and safe at work. This program
had a 75% participation rate and 13,000 net pounds lost in two years.
9.

Intel Corporation provided a wellness program that included onsite fitness centers,
fitness challenges, weight management, flu prevention, mammography vans, nutrition
seminars, and healthy choice meals in cafeterias. The first four months of onsite
biometrics and coaching yielded more than 10,000 participants and employee
satisfaction ranks above 90%.17

10. Wegmans Food Markets issues the “eat well. live well.” challenge each year where
employees are challenged to consume five cups of fruits and vegetables per day and to
take 10,000 steps a day or participate in at least 150 minutes of physical activity per
week. In 2006, over an eight-week period, 9,547 employees walked over 2.1 million miles
(an average of 12,688 steps per day) and ate 341 tons of fruit and vegetables (4.2 cups
per person per day).18
11. Apple allows employees to take 30 minutes each day to meditate at work, provides
classes on meditation and yoga onsite, and offers the use of a meditation room.
17,18Leading by Example: Leading Practices for Employee Health Management. Partnership for Prevention.
192015 Organizational Excellence Award Winner
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12. Valero’s Fit Valero Wellness Program encourages employees to achieve total health,
fitness, and wellbeing by providing valuable services and innovative programs. They offer
annual, onsite health risk assessments that are free for employees and at reduced fees for
spouses and retirees, providing confidential evaluations. They also offer regular lunch and
learn sessions focused on health-related/work-life issues, such as cancer awareness, heart
disease, smoking cessation, exercise, financial/estate planning, and other topics.
13. AT&T created the GlowCaps program that reminds people through texts, emails, and calls
to regularly take their medication. It also sent the physician and the employee updates on
when to renew the medication or when to purchase a new one.

14. Home Depot’s healthy cooking program offers employees an opportunity to learn how to
cook healthy from a chef. Employees can also access a healthy cookbook, which consists
of recipes from nutritionists and other employees.
15. Golden Empire Transit created a “Jumpstart Your Health Campaign” by adding a health
corner to its quarterly employee newsletter; organizing lunch and learn sessions on
healthy eating and other wellness topics; encouraging employees to eat a more balanced
and nutritious diet by providing healthier options in their vending machines that were
labeled with green stickers and placed at eye level to increase visibility; and encouraging
physical activity by creating a bulletin board that featured a rotating exercise of the
month with information on how to perform each exercise safely and effectively.
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16. Greater Lakes Mental Health Care developed a series of four-week physical activity
challenges with the goal of building stamina and strength through increasingly difficult
benchmark goals. For example, during the “ab” challenge, employees worked up to doing
125 consecutive abdominal crunches by the end of the fourth week. The “push-up”
challenge, “tricep dip” challenge, and “squat-a-thon” that followed focused on other
major muscle groups and were also designed to increase the number of repetitions
each week. Other challenges like the “plank-a-thon” and “chair wall sit” set target times
rather than repetitions. The committee selected activities that could be completed in a
couple of minutes in work clothes with no equipment. They posted a sign-up sheet and
information for each challenge on the wellness wall. Some employees participated in
every challenge, while others were more selective. The wellness committee sent an
email each day with a meeting time and place for employees who wanted to perform
their activity as part of a group.
17. United Way of Pierce County’s wellness team developed a month-long apple a day
challenge during the month of February. For each apple they ate, participating employees
posted a paper apple with their name on it on a wall in the office. The winner received a
trophy of a carved apple on a pedestal. More than half of their employees participated.
18. American Express launched a Healthy Minds program to support employee mental
health issues and other behavioral conditions. It supports the general health and wellness
program by providing information online and in print on topics that cover work-life areas:
financial and legal matters, substance use, relationships, parenting, eldercare, supervisory
skills, and much more. The program also sought to destigmatize mental health.19
19. Aetna strove to combat the negative impact of stress on its employees with the
Mindfulness at Work and Viniyoga Stress Reduction programs, which provided Aetna
employees with meditation and yoga instruction to lower their risk of mental and physical
health deterioration. Mindfulness at Work reduced the overalls tress of participants by
36%, compared to 33% for Viniyoga, and 18% for individuals enrolled in neither course.
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